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There is a matter of concern with consumers who choose to buy discounted printer ink. They just
wonder how a product cost so less and still can render the similar quality performance as its
expensive competitors! Indeed, many people do not know a lot about discount ink. These are not
only very cheap to purchase, but they provide environmental benefits that every user will worth
purchasing it. 

The discounted products you are purchasing are more probably the compatible version of the
branded products you are seeking for. Let us suppose, you may be in search of an HP toner but you
found it almost half the price in compared to the original ones. This means that it is an alternate
option of the genuine product that is not manufactured by the original equipment manufacturer
(OEM). So the basic difference between the two is that compatible or refurbished cartridges are
made with recycled or remanufactured parts and are generally available at half the price of OEM
products.

Before putting the compatible products to sale, the manufacturers carry out meticulous testing
process to ensure that the products are ready to be used without any doubt. Truly, a discounted
refurbished toner is thoroughly tested before reaching out to the consumers. In the remanufacturing
process, the cartridge is rebuilt and drums are replaced. The ink that is used is of the highest quality
and the entire process goes through a step by step process before being permitted for sale. 

The retailers who deal in refurbished or remanufactured cartridges often promise that the products
are made to the same quality precision as the original one, hence they provide similar or higher
quality standard as OEM products. Furthermore, the products are 100% guaranteed and this is one
of the most significant benefits of refurbished products. Moreover, they provide environmental
benefits as well. A remanufactured unit is made from recycled parts and it does not exploit the
earthâ€™s natural resources. By having these units and then recycling refurbished products, consumers
can extend their help in preserving the environment and dropping the amount of landfill waste.

So, consumers must make sure that just because they are purchasing discounted ink for their
printers, it does not mean that they are compromising with the quality. Also, the refurbished
products cannot void their printerâ€™s warranty nor it will damage the machine.  They are the safe
option and are backed with a satisfaction guarantee to ensure quality and functionality.
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Re-Inks sells a Ink Cartridges and Printer Ink Refills at surprisingly low prices. One can find all
possible solutions for Bulk Ink, Cartridge Refill Kits and a Printer Ink at very affordable prices. Re-
Inks also offers OEM Printer Cartridges for most of the Inkjet Printers.
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